Leap set: A leading IT firm of Sri Lanka

Colombo, Sri Lanka. As the purchasing power of customers is grows globally, so does their demand
and consumer lifestyles. This leads to the growth of almost every industry from small companies
to big firms; whether it’s clothes, automobiles, gadgets or even restaurants/hospitality.
Leapset is a Silicon Valley and Sri Lanka based, Software Engineering and IT firm with IT Jobs in
building their integrated restaurant platform. They provide their clients with the restaurant
management technology & products which are fully functional automated systems to help them
running their restaurant business.
They also provide customized solution to effectively meet out their day to day working of
restaurant business. Now with the help of Leapset Engineering from a small retailer to big
companies every client can have the use of latest technology & their upgrades industry is having
and the same can be transforming for effectively utilization of their resources.
With their revolutionary Software Development practices, customized products & software,
Leapset’s Restaurant Platform serves their customers perfectly, whether it’s a point of sale
solution, guest management or payment related solutions all these leads to increases in their
revenue, reductions in their costs and improved control over their ecosystem.
As the world is going digital, Leapset is updating their product line with several product
innovations to meet various restaurant day to day operations. Leapset is updating their products
with multiple technologies like POS systems, e-commerce, mobile applications, credit card
payments and many more, to come under a single integrated application & serve the restaurant
industry with a Restaurant Operating system.
The biggest key point about their success journey so far had always been the regular interaction
between the core silicon valley product development team & the coordination with the
engineering team based in Colombo, Sri Lanka. They work together as one unit.
One should also keep an update on the job opportunities created in Sri Lanka by Leapset. Leapset
believes in the creativity & constantly looking forward to help Young Software engineers to
analyze their potential and deliver best in their lives.
About Leapset Engineering
This 100 million dollar firm Leapset is an associate company of Sysco Corporation (NYSE: SYY) is
the world’s largest food services company, also many of the members in Leapset team is from
different multinational which are big names in silicon valley like Google, Facebook & apple. For

more details about Leapset Sri Lanka and IT Sri Lanka you can visit their official website
www.leapset.com

